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Aircraft buiding: Sizing groves and fillets

joints in aircraft construction, and this month ... building our Cozy Mark IV.â€� Kirby & Jan ... Electrical Systems and Avionics .... design of skewed T-joints is com-. 
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Sizing Groves & Fillets In welding it all depends on the base metal size Ron Alexander & Scott Helzer



F



illet and groove (or butt) welds are the most common joints in aircraft construction, and this month we’ll discuss how you size them, and how these decisions relate to the base metal. Sizing a groove weld is easy. It’s based on the thickness of the base material. If the base material is .035 inch, then the groove weld is .035 inch. When measuring the size of a groove weld, do not count the “reinforcement,” which is the weld metal in excess of that required to Figure 1.



fill the joint. In welding, reinforcement is a case where more is not better. Most authorities recommend no more than 1/16-inch reinforcement in most pipe and tube joints. The problem associated with excessive reinforcement lies with the sharp notches that may be created at each weld toe, not with the unnecessary weld metal present. The greater the weld reinforcement, the more severe the notches. Figure 1 illustrates how the amount of reinforcement affects



the joint’s fatigue strength. As the reinforcement angle increases (caused by an increase in the amount of weld reinforcement), the weld joint’s fatigue resistance decreases significantly. Fatigue loading exists when there are load reversals in the weldment that change from compression to tension or in torsion loading like the drive shaft of your automobile. Excessive reinforcement results predominantly from poor welding technique. You can treat it with a grinder, as shown in Figure 2, but



Figure 2.
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aircraft building “Before we came to the workshop, we didn’t think we could build a plane. Now we know we can because we had hands-on practice. We can’t wait to start building our Cozy Mark IV.” Kirby & Jan Muilenburg EAA# 217292



grinding off the top of the weld reinforcement does nothing to decrease the sharpness of the notches at the weld toes. It reduces the reinforcement height to meet the service requirements, but the condition of concern remains. A word about grinding on welds. When the weld is transverse to the primary stress, the grinding marks on the surface should be parallel to the lines of stress in the part—not perpendicular. Grinding marks that are perpendicular to the lines of stress can act as stress risers and create crack propagation sites.
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Fillet welds have three profiles— concave, flat, and convex—and which one you need depends on the welding situation (Figures 3 and 4). Flat and concave fillet welds are grouped together because their mechanical properties and performance characteristics are the same. Like groove welds, you size fillet welds according to the thickness of the base material, and the rule of thumb is 1.5 to 2 times the thickness of the base material. Because it’s unrealistic to achieve a .070-inch fillet weld on tubing with a .035-inch wall, we need to modify the thumb rule and use the American Welding Society’s recommended fillet minimum of 1/8 inch. A 1/8 minimum does two things: On a concave fillet it provides a radius that aids in the smooth, even transmission of forces from one member to another. Secondly, it’s a weld size and profile welders can repeat. Remember, consistency is the goal, where each weld looks just as good as and just like the others. On thin wall tubing an undersized concave fillet weld can develop a throat crack because the reduced cross sections may be unable to withstand the transverse 94
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Figure 3.



Figure 4.



Feeds your GPS true airspeed, both indicated and pressure altitudes, plus your magnetic heading (with the



weld shrinkage stresses. As the weld transitions from a liquid to a solid it shrinks in volume. As it shrinks it puts the face of the weld in tension load. Usually it misaligns the members, but if the members are securely jigged and can’t move, the face of the weld is the weakest link. The crack that results is called a throat crack because it extends through the throat of the weld. By using a 1/8-inch weld we minimize the possibility of a crack resulting from transverse weld shrinkage stresses. So how do we measure a 1/8 fillet? With a fillet measuring gauge. There are a number of different gauges, including those made specially for



a particular fillet weld configuration. There are also several types of fillet weld gauges made for general fillet welds. When using the fillet gauge it must contact the surface in three points as shown in Figure 5. One common fillet weld gauge consists of a series of sheet metal templates machined to produce two different types of cutouts. The individual templates are selected based on whether the weld is concave or convex as well as the size of fillet weld required. Because fillet weld sizes are designated as nominal dimensions, there are realistic tolerances. Commercial gauges are typically graduated in 1/16-inch increEAA Sport Aviation
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optional Model 303 Compass Module).



Look What Else it Gives You! Altitude Info. Pressure or density altitude on demand, with settable alerts for preferred altitude, decision height, and more. Airspeed Info. Indicated and true AS in kts or mph, plus trends, settable Vne, Vno, gear speed, flap speed, and stall speeds. Vertical Speed. Both graphic and digital displays, with selectable ranges and damping. Outside Air Temperature. Advises you in both Fahrenheit and Celsius. Sends °C to GPS. All for just $879! In a very professional kit. Also available as a fully assembled unit.



Download full information about all of our products at our web site.
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aircraft building ments, so it would seem reasonable to gauge fillet weld sizes to the closest 1/32 inch. Conditions warranting such an approach include the difficulty in positioning your eyes properly to view the gauge, the realization that weld sizes are not consistently “machine precise,” gauge imprecision, base and weld metal surface irregularities, and the difficulty in determining the exact location of the toe of a convex fillet weld. When measuring a fillet, the weld size is determined by the size of the largest isosceles right triangle that can be totally contained within the weld’s cross section. For a convex profile, the leg and size dimensions are the same. However, size a fillet weld with a concave profile based on its throat dimension. You must first decide what the apparent fillet weld profile actually is, convex or concave. If it is not readily apparent,



Figure 5.



plate gauges, which of the two different cutout shapes you use depends on whether the fillet weld profile is convex or concave. If the weld is convex, the proper gauge shape will measure the leg dimension. Similarly, for the concave fillet weld profile, the proper gauge shape will measure the existing throat dimension. Regardless of the shape of the template, the size indicated will be related to the required size of the theoretical triangle that is inscribed in the existing fillet weld cross section. Because we use fillet welds in tubing clusters, these clusters can suffer from a skewed T-joint. That is, they are at angles greater than 80 but less than 100. They will oftentimes have the weld size increased slightly because of inaccessibility issues. The design of skewed T-joints is complex, so it is best to follow either the plans closely or a best practice standard.



CONCAVE WELDS



SIZE OF WELD measure both the leg and throat dimensions with both type templates to determine if the weld’s size is sufficient. In the case of an unequal leg fillet weld, the weld size will be governed by the shorter of the two legs. When using the sheet metal tem-
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Aircraft buiding: Welding Clusters 
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Fillets on Low-Wing Aircraft 
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Linear discontinuities are at least three times longer than their widths. Nonlinear discontinuities have length and width dimensions. Figure 1. Throat crack in a ...
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Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!










 








Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds, Part 2 - Size 

In July's discussion of welding defects and discontinuities we looked at cracks and incomplete fusion and what they mean to the integrity of a weld joint. However ...
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Right Sizing Your Engine 
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Sizing Your Wings 
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Wings Sizing Chart 
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flutter and the aircraft craftsman 

free play in the system that the ailerons induced catastrophic ... This is not the first such instance, nor the only ... Al Smith of Macon, GA, built an excel- lent Acro ...










 








Aircraft Coverings and Their Applications 

ity seal will be in the "Mil Spec" found on the edge. ... The first coat will be a brush coat, if clear dope, brushed ... equipment il possible to insure even application.
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